solino®

Analyses the Visual Appearance
of Surfaces based on the
Reflectance Imaging Technology

In combination with the Opto IM · series
modules, a compact system for any kind of
industrial image processing is possible

Images captured with varying
angles of incidence and with
varying solino algorithms applied

Applicable
Applicable to
to aa wide
wide variety
variety of
of
challenging
challenging surface
surface textures
textures

solino® - Software for surface analysis
•• Detects
Detects all
all surface
surface characteristics
characteristics and
and anomalies
anomalies
•• Ideal
Ideal for
for the
the most
most demanding
demanding surface
surface
quality
quality control
control applications
applications
•• Redefines
Redeﬁnes textural
textural surface
surface standards
standards
•• 100
100%
% quality
quality control
control for
for fully
fully automated
automated testing
testing
•• Creates
Creates aa unique
unique digital
digital footprint
footprint of
of every
every surface
surface
and
and its
its characteristics
characteristics

Solino
Solino technology
technology captures
captures every
every single
single physical
physical characteristic
characteristic of
of
an
an individual
individual surface
surface in
in one
one measurement
measurement setup.
setup.
Like
Like the
the human
human eye,
eye, solino
solino technology
technology analyses
analyses the
the light
light effects
effects
of
of aa surface
surface as
as aa multidimensional
multidimensional event
event at
at aa single
single object
object point.
point.
Every
Every micron
micron of
of aa surface
surface contains
contains aa vast
vast array
array of
of reflection
reflection
information
information such
such as
as color,
color, height,
height, structure,
structure, which
which together
together form
form
aa unique
unique impression
impression of
of the
the sample.
sample.
Solino
Solino technology
technology enables
enables an
an unprecedented
unprecedented level
level of
of surface
surface
quality
quality assurance
assurance and
and traceability,
traceability, by
by enabling
enabling users
users to
to develop
develop
their
their own
own surface
surface standards
standards and
and metrics,
metrics, thus
thus eliminating
eliminating user
user
subjectivity
subjectivity in
in evaluating
evaluating surface
surface finish.
finish.
Previous
Previous reflection
reflection based
based systems
systems have
have used
used simple
simple reflex
reflex analysis
analysis
to
to evaluate
evaluate surface
surface characteristics.
characteristics. Solino
Solino technology
technology takes
takes this
this
forward
forward exponentially
exponentially by
by capturing
capturing and
and storing
storing light-scattering
light-scattering
results
results of
of the
the entire
entire sample
sample in
in one
one pixel.
pixel. With
With this
this technique,
technique, the
the
amount
amount of
of captured
captured surface
surface information
information isis exponentially
exponentially increased,
increased,

Ideal for
for automated
automated deep
deep learning
learning and
and
Ideal
statistical big
big data
data analysis
analysis applications
applications
statistical

>>
>>

generating an image linked with human perception.
With every possible variation of light ray captured by every
single camera pixel, the resulting ‘big data’ set provides a
complete, highly accurate digital footprint of a recorded
surface in its entirety.

solino has recently won the
inVision Top Innovation Award

The enormous amount of information stored in a solino dataset
far exceeds that of standard image acquisition. As a result,
solino technology enables new levels of evaluation criteria to
be established since the solino algorithms are able to detect
surface anomalies that have not yet been characterised in any
specification or standard.
solino is an algorithm for detecting anomalies that
are invisible to the human eye.
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